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DESIGN 
ELECTRICAL PLANS 
QUICKLY & EASILY

Powerful and easy to use, PowerPlan has been designed 
to simplify electrical consultations by creating visual 
floor plans which can be edited in seconds. Created 
with the builder in mind, it allows consultants to quickly 
and easily develop an electrical plan prior and during 
the customers appointment, allowing for upgrades 
generating a higher electrical spend. 

Key Features:
• Design electrical plans quickly and easily
• Import and print high quality floor plans
•  Directly comment on floor plans
• Manage pricing files
• Add and filter your product database through product 

categories 
• Generate accurate quote in seconds
• User friendly visual tool
• Safe and secure 
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What is the benefit of using PowerPlan?
Powerplan simplifies electrical consultations and allows consultants to design an electrical plan in real time 
while generating a higher electrical spend.  

How much does PowerPlan cost?
As part of your Builders Agreement, Powerplan is included in your package. 
 
Do I need to have an Internet connection to launch PowerPlan?
Yes, PowerPlan is web based and needs a sufficient internet connection to access it. If the internet crashes or 
no longer allows access, data will not be lost as it is automatically saved within the system.

Is PowerPlan compatible with PC & Mac?
Yes, however Chrome is the recommended browser for Powerplan.

Is PowerPlan mobile compatible?
Yes, Powerplan is mobile optimised however for optimal performance laptop, desktop/tablet is recommended.

Can I create multiple partners within the system?
Yes, several suppliers, contractors and builders can be created within one company. A different pricing  
file can be attached to a different contractor or builder. A supplier can be assigned to a product(s)  
for ordering purposes. 

What kind of product information is displayed?
A description, image and Legrand code will be attached to each product.

Can I create users within my company?
The Admin within your company will be able to edit and delete additional accounts. 
The Admin also has access to adjust role permissions, reset passwords and track logins within their company. 
Multiple admins can be created within a company.

What floorplan format is supported in PowerPlan?
PDF, PNG, JPEG and SVG formats are all supported in PowerPlan.

How do I edit pricing?
Users with permission within each company are able to do this via the built-in pricing table or importing/
exporting the excel spreadsheet. After the pricing is published, all company’s users will get instantly updated. 
Can I load my own products into the database?
PowerPlan allows you to upload additional products for convenient creation of electrical plans. Legrand offers 
cannot be removed from PowerPlan: however, a custom product database can be added to the software. 

What if a product becomes discontinued or obsolete?
If a product becomes discontinued or obsolete, PowerPlan will automatically generate a pop up box notifying 
the user that the product is no longer available. All users with the permission within a company have access to 
discontinue a non-Legrand product from their databases: however Legrand products can only be discontinued 
by Legrand representatives. 

Can I see someone else’s customer information?
As a consultant you will be able to see all customer information created in PowerPlan within your company. 
Powerplan complies with GDPR and Data Privacy Policies, all data is stored securely and safely in the server.

Can I add my customer address book?
Each consultant will need to create their customer’s profile in PowerPlan. Once a customer is created, the 
profile is visible to each consultant within your organisation.

FAQ:


